<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Last Name</th>
<th>First Name</th>
<th>College / School</th>
<th>Dept. / Unit</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Destination</th>
<th>$ Funded</th>
<th>College / School Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Kruskall  | Laura      | AHS KIN          | 4/15-19/09   | Scottsdale, AZ $750.00
|           |            |                  |              |             | $750.00                  |            |                        |
| Hsu       | Chin-Chun (Vincent) | BUS MGT | 12/12-13/08 | Kaohsiung, TAIWAN $1,000.00
| Grossman  | Jorge      | CFA MUS          | 12/8-12/08   | Kuiv, UKRAINE $750.00
| Lawrence  | Attila     | CFA ARC          | 1/8-12/09    | Honolulu, HI $750.00
| Nowak     | Glenn      | CFA ARC          | 1/8-13/09    | Honolulu, HI $1,000.00
|           |            |                  |              |             | $2,500.00                |            |                        |
| Ayvazo    | Shiri      | EDU SEL          | 3/31-4/4/09  | Tampa, FL $750.00
| Giorgis   | Cyndi      | EDU C&I          | 4/22-25/09   | Washington, DC $600.00
| Klecka    | Cari       | EDU C&I          | 2/13-18/09   | Dallas, TX $1,000.00
| Krach     | S. Kathleen| EDU EPY          | 2/23-27/09   | Boston, MA $697.50
| Lin       | Emily      | EDU C&I          | 4/13-17/09   | San Diego, CA $750.00
| Smith     | Shannon    | EDU CED          | 2/24-28/09   | Sarasota, FL $750.00
| Spalding  | Mary Elizabeth | EDU C&I | 2/15-18/09 | Dallas, TX $600.00
| Zhang     | Shaoan     | EDU C&I          | 1/4-7/09     | Honolulu, HI $1,000.00
|           |            |                  |              |             | $6,147.50                |            |                        |
| Bein      | Wolfgang   | EGR CS           | 1/5-9/09     | Waikaloa, HI $1,000.00
| Shrestha  | Pramen     | EGR CONS         | 4/5-7/09     | Seattle, WA $750.00
| Teng      | Hualiang (Harry) | EGR CEG | 1/10-15/09 | Washington, DC $750.00
| Erdem     | Mehmet     | HOA HMD          | 4/7-11/09    | Kauai, HI $1,000.00
| Livengood | Jennifer   | HOA RSM          | 12/2-6/08    | Waco, TX $743.25
|           |            |                  |              |             | $1,743.25                |            |                        |
| Barchard  | Kimberly   | LBA PSY          | 4/18-26/09   | Portland, OR $1,000.00
| Chung     | Sue Fawn   | LBA HIS          | 4/22-26/09   | Honolulu, HI $600.00
| Erwin     | Daniel     | LBA ENG          | 1/5-15/09    | Oxford/London, ENGLAND $750.00
| Forman    | David      | LBA PHI          | 4/8-12/09    | Vancouver, CANADA $750.00
| Rennels   | Jennifer   | LBA PSY          | 4/1-4/09     | Denver, CO $250.00
| Revilla   | Anita Tijerina | LBA WMS | 4/8-12/09 | New Brunswick, NJ $1,000.00
| Snyder    | Joel       | LBA PSY          | 3/21-24/09   | San Francisco, CA $1,000.00
|           |            |                  |              |             | $5,350.00                |            |                        |
| Cho       | Hokwon     | SCI MAT          | 10/24-11/05/08 | Seoul, SOUTH KOREA $953.55
| Kern      | Daniel     | SCI MAT          | 1/4-8/09     | Washington, DC $750.00
| Roberts   | Stephen    | SCI LS           | 1/2-8/09     | Boston, MA $750.00
| Simon     | Adam       | SCI GEO          | 12/14-20/08  | San Francisco, CA $1,000.00
|           |            |                  |              |             | $3,453.55                |            |                        |
| Menzel    | Nancy      | SON SON          | 4/21-25/09   | Salt Lake City, UT $600.00
|           |            |                  |              |             | $600.00                  |            |                        |
| Park      | Sung Min   | UA PUA           | 3/20-23/09   | Miami, FL $750.00
| Smith     | William    | UA ENV           | 1/5-13/09    | Honolulu, HI and MICRONESIA $750.00
|           |            |                  |              |             | $1,500.00                |            |                        |

**TOTAL AWARDS**  
Fall 2008 $25,544.30
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